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The American system for providing retirement income allocates an
unusually important role to private employment-related pension
insurance. In the US private sources provide over twice the share of the
pension pie that they provide in the average Western European country
(Esping-Andersen, 1990:85). A comparative perspective on the
public/private mix of pension coverage in the US suggests that private
insurance corresponds to the inadequacy of public coverage-it operates
as a functional substitute. However, the historical record shows that
private coverage appars to grow in response to the establishment and
expansion of public coverage. The growth of Social Security coverage
between 1939 and 1955 increased the popularity of private plans, and the
rapid growth of S ~ i a lSecurity benefits after 1975 was followed by
another surge in private pensions. The rise of prlvate pension coverage in
the United States highlights imponant questions a b u t the relationship
between public and private coverage. In the literature there has bee11 an
increasing tendency to view these forms of coverage as codeterriiinate
(Rein, 1987; Rein and Rainwater, 1986~;Shalev, 1988), however we
know relatively little about how public policy initiatives influence private
sector action.
In this chapter we explore the growth of private pensions in broad
historical perspective. We present time-series data (hat span a period of
six decades, begiming in the late 1920s. The data demonsmate thar
public policy has had important, and often unintended, effects on the rise
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of privaie pensions. PubIic policy has influenced he preference for
private pensions among affected groups, and brought new social groups
into the historical stage. In short, public policy has caused diverse
Interest groups to advocate private pensions at different points in time,
and has helpd to create two important groups: the personnel profession
and the insurance industry. Whereas most studies draw arrows directly
from policy to occupational welfare outmmes, or from group interests to
outcomes, we fmus on the role of public policies in shaping h e goals
and behavior of interest groups, which in turn affect the incidence of
private pensions.

Public Policy versus Interest-Based Arguments
By and large, srudents of policy have identified the growth of private
employment-relatedold age insurance with the paucity of public coverage
and the absence of broad congressional support for the expansion of
Social Security. Analysts have linked the growth of pensions in the prewar years to tax changes in 1916 and 1926 that offered tax advantages to
companies that provided guaranteed pension programs, and to the meager
pension benefits offered by Social Security (Graebner, 1980:134;
Quadagno, 1984:637; Schieber, 1982; Macaulay , 1959:24). Wartime
pension growth has been tied to "wage stabilization policies, which
stimulated a search for non-wage forms of remuneration...[ in addition
to]...excess profits taxes, and tax exemptions for health and welfare
contributions, which reduced the additional cost of insurance and pension
programs" (Munts, I967:9).
During the 1950s kgislation expanding Social Security benefits and
public regulation of pension schemes were expected to reduce the
demand for private insurance and to cause employers to terminate weak
schemes (lnsdtute of Life Insurance, 1974). New Social Security
increases of the 1960s and 1970s promised to lessen the need for
employer-provided coverage, and the Employee Retirement h o m e
Security Act (ERISA) of 1974, which established strict gound rules for
pension funds, pledged to make employers more wary of offering
pensions (Achenbaurn, 1986). Whereas most of these arguments privilege
tie intended effects of policy as explanatory variables, we argue that the
most important policy stimuli to the growth of private pensions have
come as the unintended consequences of policies: as policy shifts have
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led business, labor, ~ r s o m e l management, and insurance industry
groups to advocate private coverage at different times.
Explanalions f~cus'mgon the conflicting inkrests of business and
labor have figured prominently in interpretations of the predominance of
occupational welfare in thc Unitcd Statcs. Most analysts suggest that
Amer~canunions were loo weak to win broad-rangmg social insurance
coverage, and succeeded at winning employer-provided pensions
primarily because employers saw them as the lesser of two evils.
Interest-based argurnenls explain the growth of early pcnsions assoclatzd
with welfare capitalism, which employers touted as union-avoidance
devices (Brandes, 1976; Slichter, 1929; Iacobp, 1985). Union agitar ion
for fringe benefits stjmdated the growth of employer-provided pensions
after the late 1930s (Bernstein, 1970: Quadagno, 1988; Stevens, (his
volume). While (he immutable objective interests of srable socid groups
determine outcomes from this perspective, we argue instead that group
interests vary significantly over time as a result of shifting pltblic policy
incentives. Our historical approach makes it clear that business ernups.
for ~nstance,could favor social insurance in onc year and then back
private pensions in the next.

To assess arguments about factors that influenced the growth of private
pensbons we examine dab on private pension insurance from two
sources. (This information is presented in SIX charts that can 3e found at
the end of the chapter.) First, we examine time-series data on the
number, m d proportion, of American workers covered by private
penslon plans. The federaI government compiled these data from public
and privatc sourccs, notabIy the I~lstitute of Life insurance. The data
cover pensions purchased duough life insurance companies and pension
schemes directly organized by e~nployers. Figure 4.1 reports the
proportion of the total l a h r force covered hy a private pension plan
annually herween 1935 and 1987. The data compensate for duplicarion,
so that employees who have earned pension benefits from two firms, or
who have vested pensions and have invested in IMs, are not counrcd
more than once.
Second, we examine over-time data collected in a series of industrial
surveys on personnel practices conducted by h: National Indusrrial
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Conference Board, a business research group. Figure 4.2 rqorts the
percentage of large employers reporting formal group pension plans for
their employees in 1928, 1935, 1946, 1953, 1963, 1972, and 1979. The
Board's surveys provide the most consistent over-time evidence of

organizatjonal pension practices available. One drawback i s that the
surveys are biased toward large, publicly-held firms (see Baron,
Jennings, and Dobbin, 1988). Because some of the surveys neglected
firms with fewer than 250 employees, in Figure 4.2 we repon data only
from firms with 250 or more employees. These sub-samples consist of
1,676 firms in 1928, 1,644 in 1935, 1,839 in 1939, 2,631 in 1946, 375
in 1954, 275 in 1963, I794 in 1973, and 1,308 in I979 (NICB. 1929;
1936; 1940: 1947; 1955; 1964; Meyer and Fox, 1974; Meyer, 1981).
This series of studies is particularly useful because the Board used
consistent sampling procedures for their personnel surveys. Thus, while
the sample sizes may vary the sampling frame does not, making the
surveys comparable over time.
The remainder of &e paper. apart from our closing remarks, is
organized chronologically. For a series of successive watershed events or
discrete sub-perio&, we examine argume~ltsabout processes at work in
the light of the lime-series data on pension growth. We are particularly
interested in how public policy shifts influenced interest group srrategies.

The Tax Code Change of 1926
Analysts suggest that the tax code changes of 1926 provided one of the

first incentives to firms to establish insured pension plans, which would
thereafter receive preferential tax treatment. The tax code changes should
have increased the incidence of insured pension plans after 1926,

particularly in such technologicaily-advanced industries as iron and steel.
the railroads. machinery, and the utilities (Schieber, 1982). Evidence is
hard to come by in these early years, in part because the aggregate data
on private pensions reported in Figure 4 . 1 are estimated for 1930. and
interpolated between 1930 and 1935, and thus may not be reliable. It is
clear from Figure 4.2. however, that the incidence of formal pension
coverage does rise between 1928 and 1935, despite the economy's
decline. The NlCB conducted a 1925 study covering every informal awl
formal pension plan the Board could locate. The returns suggest that
informal pensions were most common in iron and steel, the raihoads,
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and h e utilities even before the tax code changes. The formal plans,
singled out to receive preferential tax treatment in 1926, were still rare:
they constituted only 28 of the 239 plans studied (NICB, 192514).
Follow-up studies support arguments about the effects of the tax code
changes. T h e NICB scudies show that informal pensions stagnated
between 1928 (26.4% of large firms) and 1935 (27.4%) while formal
group pensions, which took advantage of the tax code changes, grew
substantially (from 1.9% to 13.4%). The tax code change evidently
encouraged firms that were considering installing pensions to insla11 the
insured group plans.

The Depression Years
We begin this section by providing evidence that corltradicts the received
wisdom that the depression led to the demise of pension programs
assmiated with industrial "welfare work." We then discuss h e public
policies t h a ~caused pension coverage to flourish even during the
depression. A number of analysts argue that che Great Depression dealt a
blow to company pension programs. David Brody (1980:78)suggests that
it put an end to informal "welfare work" forms of pension coverage;
employers had no obligation to honor those pension promises and could
ill afford to. Andrew Aclkenbaum argues that the depression caused
employers to cancel all kinds of pension programs, "Bankrupt firms
obviously could not honor their pension obligations to superannuated
workers: Forty-fie plans covering 100,000 employees were discontinued
between 1929 and 1932 alone" (1986: 17).
The evidence presented in Figures 4.1 and 3.2 contradicts the
suggestion chat occupational pens ions decl ified during the early 1930s:
between 1930 and 1935 federal estimates of total pension coverage do not
decline, and in the NICB studies of 1928 and 1935 the incidence of
company pension programs increases substantially. The discrepancy
between the aggregate trend figures and rhe figures from the NICB
samples, moreover, doubtless results from the fact that between 1928 and
1935 many firms failed or fired large numbers of workers: thus even if
the percentage of firms offemg plans increased during the early thirties,
the number of workers COVET& may have stagnated. The most telling
evidence of the trends during these years comes from an NICB study:
many firms added pension programs dunng the early 19305, but few

!
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surviving firms canceled them. The 1935 study reported that discontinued
informal pensions amounted to only 4.7% of operating plans in 1935,
and discontinued formal pension plans amounted LO only 7.2% of
operating plans (NICB, 1936: 1 1). Similarly a study published in Factory
Management and Maintenance found that between 1929 and 1936 ody
4 . 8 % of surveyed firms had abandoned a pension plan of any kind
(Parks, 1936:39).
This evidence counters rhe widely-held belief that weIfarism came to
an end in the early thirties, and that prlvate pension coverage dipped
between the onset of the depression and the war years, rising again
during the war. It supports Sanford Jacoby's (1985) contention that the
depression coincided with the disappearance of some forms of welfarisrn,
bur no: pension welfarism. Bu! why did the use uf pension insurance
increase during the worst years of the depression when firms were least
able to shoulder new labor costs? Historical evidence suggests that
pension coverage expanded for two reasons. America's notoriously weak
government income protection programs compounded the insecuri~of
Americans during the depression. This coincided with the insurance
industry's massive effort to market new forms of income insurance).
The life insurance industry had done Iictle business in pension
coverage before the 1930s. however two chan~es in public policy
contributed to a decision on tbe part on large insurers to market pension
insurance to companies more aggressively (Dobbin, 1992). On the one
hand the 1926 tax code changes favored contributions to pension trusts,
and on the other hand federal taxes increased during h e 1930s. As a
result of these changes. each dollar contributed by an employer to a
pension trust for an employee, which neither the employer nor the
employee paid current taxes on, represented significantly more than a
dolIar in increased income. These tax code shifts made pensions
attractive to business groups and convinced insurers to put more energy
into selling pension insurance. particularly as they saw their other
sources of revenue decline.
More broadly, the fife iinsurance mdustry diversified into pension
insurance and other non-life forms of coverage in the early 1930s as a
result of public policy, namely American social insurance
exceptionalism. The absence of public income protections when the
depression hit led labor and business groups to hack private forms of
income protectioil offered by the insurmcc industv-by
contrast
throughout most of Europe labor groups first called for the reinforcemenr
of the exist~ngsocial insurance net. The absence of public procecrions
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also contributed indirectly to the rise of the insurance industry's new
strategy of diversification. Because the public sector provided w
protections against income loss, employees and employers took
advantage of the disability coverage attached to life insurance, to offset
income loss during the economic crisis. Disabfiity claims more than
doubled between I926 and 1934 (NICB, 1934:36; Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 1935:54). Most insurers responded by d~sentanglingdeath and
disability insurance, and offering employers inexpensive insurance
packages, bundling together separate life, disability, accident, and
pension poIicies (NICB,1934:37). Of course, poor business conditions
stimulated insurers to try to sell new forms of coverage. When it came to
life insurance policies, "New business was definitely hard to get, " and in
response Mutual Benefit Life, for example, extended the age limit for
life insurance down to age 10 in 1931 and introduced a retirement
income bond as well as a contract combining life insurance and a group
annuity form of pension in 1932 (Stone, 1957:154). The popularity of
pension insurance increased markedly in response to these new insurance
industry strategies (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1935:53).
In brief, American social welfare exceptionalism had contributed to
the growth of the Iife insurance industry since the nineteenth century.
Without recourse in the public sector, labor and business leaders backed
private forms of income protection during the 1930s, helping to shield
h e industry from the shock of h e depression. If American had already
had a social insurance scheme before this time, labor and business groups
might have behaved like their European counterparts and called for the
expansion of public coverage.

The Wagner and Social Security Acts
In this section we demonstrate tbat the Wagner and Social Security acts
did not have the expected effects on the incidence of occupational

pensions, and concentrate on the unanticipald effects of public policy
during the late 1930s. The Wagner Act (1935). and the subsequent
Supreme Court decision confirming its constitutionaliry (NLRB v. Jones
& LaughIin Steel Corp., 1937), bolstered union legitimacy and led lo a
massive increase in collective bargaining in American industry
@emstein, 1985). In the NICB samples the percenlage of unionized
firms rose from 12% in 1935 to 43% in 11939, and there are a number of
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reasons to believe that these two samples were nearly identical (see
Baron, Dobbin, and Jennings, 1986). Analysts e x p e c ~ d these
legislatively-fortified unions to win wage increases dong with new fringe
benefit packages. However, between 1935 and 1940 the proportion of
American workers with pension plans remained fairly stagnant (see
Figure 4. l), and between 1935 and 1939 the number of firms with
formal pensions increased more slowly than it had in the previous period
(see Figure 4.2). In the realm of fringe benefits, the Wagner Act may
have had little effect because subsequent court decisions denied unions
the right to bargain over benefits. Those decisions would have an
imponant effect on union strategy during the forties.
As envisioned by some of its proponenls, and equally by some o f its
opponents, the Social Security Act ni@t have rendered private pension
programs obsolete: When social security was proposed, some people
raised h e alarm that it would kill tbe sale of life insurance and cut off the
growth of pensions. That did not happen. In fact. social security may
have helped to surnulate the subsequent growth of those benefits by
rnaking economic provision for h e future appear no longer to be
hopeless (Tilove. 1%8:187). Indeed, while the data do not show an
increase in pension coverage associated with he Wagner Act, neither do
they show the dismantling of private pension programs as a consequence
of Sociai Security. Pension coverage increased gradually UI the lasr half
of the thirties. In a 1939 srudy of the effect of the Act on private
pensiom, over twice as many firms reported installing private pension
plans in response to the Social Security Act (25%) as reported canceling
them (10%)(NICB, 1939). Why would the adoption of public coverage
have caused f m s to adopl prjva~epensions?
Social Security paid an inadequate retirement wage, but it did provide
a foundation that made supplementary pensions relatively inexpensive.
However uncenainty over the future of Social Security slowed the
grnwth of pension coverage in the late 1930s. Fiscal conservatives
opposed Roosevelt's plan for benefit expansion, which might have
relieved fums of the need to offer supplementary coverage. Roosevelt's
most ardent critics hoped the supreme court would declare the legislation
unconstitutional. As a result the NICB's 1939 s b d y found that many
firms awaited further legislative action to see which way Congress would
swing:
This delay [by firms] in making necessary adjustments may be explained by the
constant agitatron for certain fundamental changes In the law which began almosc
as soon as it became effective. Inasmuch as government pension payments were
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not scheduled tu begirl until 1942, the company could afbrd to wail for further
wngressional action as it was not considered a wise policy tu change the
company pension plan frequently. (p. 24)

Many companies neirher installed pension plans nor canceled them for
the time beirlg. In lilt: late rhirties, then, the uncertain future of one
federal prosram caused the business c o m m u n i ~to hold off. But why
hadn't RmseveIt passed social insurance legislation that would provide a
living wage in the first place?
Roosevelr compromised on Social Security legislaiion ro geL the bill
through Congress. Unions had generally supported Social Security after
1932. Most business interests wanted a low -cost program offering benefit
levels below the minimum wage so rhat they would not drive wages up
(Quadagno, 1984; W itte, 1963:89). The business community tcmporizcd
on rhe issue of public old age pensions in h e mid-thin~es, forcing
Roosevelt inlo concessions to placate adequate numbers of tax-wary
industrialists. The major business groups were of two mmds; Hemy
Harriian, President of h e US Chamkr of Cornmerc.e, testifled in favor
of the bill yet the National Association of Manufacturers attacked it in
the congressional hearings (Witte. 1963:89).
The insurance industry had opposed public peilsion coverage. When

public coverage appeared inevitable they promoted the unsuccessful
Clark Amendment to the Social Security Act which would haxe exempted
from participation in Social Security hose employers who carried private
insurance. H. Walters Forster and executives of Equitable Life had
lobbied hard for the amendment (W'itle, 1963:16\). Suffering this loss,
they petiliuned to keep benefits low, so that supplemental private
pensions would be needed. In brief, once the tide of public opmion
seemed to be behind Social Security the insurance industry made h e best
of the situation and lobbied for forms of coverage that would help to
expand ~ h cpopularity of private pensjura. In subsequent years they
would come to see Social Security as the grearest boon to private
pensions in history.
OAS's inadequate benefit levels, in turn, would stimulate agitation on
the part of l a b r fnr supple,mentary private pensions and elicit action

from personnel professionals who mcognized in pension insurance some

of
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same labor-contrd advantages h e y had scen in wclfare work. The

1935 compromise set in motion a series of events that would enhance the
growth of private pensions. The first of those events was the passage in
1939 of amrnilments to the Social Securiry Act. Roosevelt and hls
supporters won amendments initiating pension payments in 1940, rwo
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years ahead of schedule. They successfully expanded benefits for
participants who had not spent a lifetime paying into Social Security,3nd
extended benefits 10 fanlily members and survivors. However they
compromised with fiscal conservatives in Congress on one key issue;
Social Security taxes would no1 rise accordingly. This made the program
a zero-sum game. Expanded coverage would make it impossible to
significantly increase benefit payments.
This decision dispelled the uncenaint~es that mediated collective
bargaining over pension benefits. Social Security would not-at least
anyrime in the near fu~ure-provide an adequate relirernenr wage. CIO
unions renewed the fight for the expansion of fringe benefits, and
employers who had delayed action due to uncertainty over tlx future of
the 1935 Iegislation began to install pension programs.
The changes in Social Security had palpable effects on leading
business and personnel management groups, who responded rapidly by
advocating supplemental private pensions. By Ihe end of the year a group
of banks had established the New York Savings Bmks Retirement
System to supplement Social Securiry. They argned that "this system is
designed to afford a means: whereb?~ supplemental benefits may bc
provided so that the benefrts of the Social Security Act may be increased
ta amounts which afford adequate retirement allowances" (quoted in
Baker, 1940:38). In December a € 1939 the NICB published a repon in
its series for personnel directors examining reactions to the 1935
legislation and the 1939 amendments. The thrust of this report, and of
other contemporary publications aimed at management, was lhat "for a
very small outlay a firm could earn its employees' gratitude by
supplementing the inadequate pension provided by the government"
(Jacoby, 1985:254). The base retirement wagc provided by Social
Security Iowered the financial barr~ersto private pension plans. The
repon argued char supplemental pensions plans had a numher of positive
effects. These plans could invigorate operations, because the reiirement
of older workers; "makes room for younger ones to advancc. and
ambition throllghou~the company is stimulated" (1 939:6). Moreover;
"production costs are lowered through the removal of aged workers
whose lagging productivity may hamper thc efficiency of all working in
cooperation with them" (1939:29). More generally, 741% 01' the firms
with pension plans rcporled that I h c ~rnprovedmorale of the workforce
offset the costs of their plans (1939:79).
If business organi-wcions had mixed feelings about company pension
plans before lhe passqe of Sc?cial Security, after its passage and

